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Introduction

By the provisions of the Federal Power Act, organizations, other than

Federal agencies, proposing to build hydroelectric power plants must obtain

a license from the Federal Power Commission. The licensing process provides

an opportunity for intervention by opponents. In the case•of construction

by Federal agencies, such as the Bureau of Reclamation or the Corps of

Engineers, the Congressional appropriation process provides a hearing for

opponents. Opponents have also made their views known directly to the

Secretary of the Interior in cases where Federal construction was contem-

plated.

In recent years, the construction of hydroelectric plants has been

opposed on grounds of economics,1 ecological and environmental damage,2

decrease in the scenic attractiveness and natural beauty of a proposed

site,3 and land use considerations.4

rJhe licensing process is intended to provide a review of safety

questions also,5 but opponents have not raised the safety issue in connec-

tion with any recently proposed hydroelectric plants. The public, and

public policy as expressed in licensing decisions, have generally regarded

the risks associated with large hydroelectric plants as acceptable in view

of the benefits which they provide. The quantitative assessment of the

risks presented below indicates that hydroelectric plants do indeed fall

within the acceptable area in Starr's analysis of attitudes toward risk in

our society.5 In this sense, the public attitude toward hydroelectric

plant risks is consistent with the attitude toward risks in general.



In contrast, opponents of nuclear plants have, in many cases, taken

the view that the risks of a major accident are unacceptable although

assessments of the risks, for example by Starr and others, place nuclear

plants in the acceptable area on the risk-benefit chart, as shown in

Figure 1.

In view of this divergence of attitude, a review of hydroelectric

plant risks has been made to. determine how closely they parallel nuclear

plant risks. Public acceptance of hydroplant risks makes them a useful

baseline with which to compare the nuclear case. It is, furthermore, a

baseline derived from experience with actual disasters.

Representative Dam Disasters

Major dam disasters appearing in the historical record are character-

ized by total failure to contain the impounded water. This certainly merits

the "maximum credible" label. Three such disasters are described below.

Disasters selected for review were limited to those involving concrete dams

since this is the type predominantly used in hydropower installations. The

disasters of recent memory, such as Buffalo Creek and Baldwin Hills, were

excluded, as was the worst of all U.S. dam disasters, the Johnstown Flood.

The selection was further based on recentness and the availability of in-

formation. The three chosen were those occurring to the St. Francis,

Malpasset, and Vaiont dams. Data on these disasters is summarized in Table 1.

The St. Francis Dam,8 located in San Francisquito Canyon, near Piru in

southern California, was a gravity type, 650 ft long and 205 ft maximum

height.- It was'curved in plan but no arch section was counted on in the

design. At about midnight of March 12, 1923 it suddenly failed. According

to one report: "Without the slightest warning, the great structure suddenly

broke up: a single piece remained standing, while the rest slumped to the

valley floor or was swept out. Great blocks of concrete mass, weighing many

thousands of tons, were carried half a mile or more down the canyon". The

released flood passed ten miles down the San Francisquito Canyon to the Santa

Clara River and from there into the ocean about 50 miles away passing through



the towns of Piru, Santa Paula, and Saticoy. There were 426 deaths and

property danage was estimated at $10,000,000 in 1928 dollars. The sketch

of the reniairss shown in Figure 2 indicates how coesplete the failure was.

Four separate technical investigating boards agreed in attributing the

disaster to defective foundations.

The Malpasset Dam,9 located near the town of Frejus on the French

Riviera, was an arch-type, 223 a {740 ft} r-easured along the curve and

66.5 tn (220 ft) maximum height. At about 9:00 P.M., Docerixsr 2, 1959, it

failed, "...it was as if abnost the entire arch had vanished, and in an

instant". The flood swept down the valley of the Rcyran River 7 miles to

the Mediterranean, killing 421 people and causing property datnage of

$65,000,000 in 19S9 dollars.10 Figure 3 shows the completeness of th«

failure. In this developed elevation, viewed from downstream, only a

fringe o£ concrete retaains on the left side and a nassive block on the

extrene right. Even these ressains had tnoved from their original positions

having experienced a general rotation about the eKtrerae loft-hand end of

the dam. The investigating group attributed the accident to an unusual

foundation failure in which a large prissn of rocV. supporting nearly half

of the dasi slid in a piece along a local fault plane.

The Vaiont Dam, '* located in the Italian Alps near Bellimo, was the

world's; highest thin arch dam, 875 ft. ht 1C:4O P.M., October 9, 19S3, a

massive landslide completely filled the reservoir for a distance of 2 ton

upstream of the dam. A wave swept over the dan to a height 300 ft above

the crest ar.d into the valley of the Piave a stile away. A second wave moved

upstream causing considerable damage in towns on the reservoir banks. Down-

Btreair from the dan, several towns ir. the Piave Valley were destroyed. The

dac. itself retrained intact. The total death toll is reported at 2,600.!2

No property damage esfcinata has been reported. Scaling up from the Malpasset

disaster in the same ratio as the fatalities provides an es»-itaate of

§400,000,000. The technical review board concluded that the landslide was

triggered by the elevation of the water table resulting from filling the

reservoir.



Frost these cases, a representative major dam disaster has consequences

of the order of magnitude of 1,000 deaths and $200,000,000 damages.

Zn none of the cases was the disaster due to faulty design or construc-

tion of the data structure per se but must be ascribed to conditions or events

that were unforeseen by the builders. Thus, while lessons learned from past

disaster can reduce the probability of future ones, it is unlikely that they

can reduce it to zero. Zn fact, there is evidence to suggest that the trend

in failure rate is in the opposite direction.13

The Probability of Major Disasters

Ko systematic compilation is made of the statistics of dam failure.13

However, estimates of the frequency of failures can be made on the basis

of statements in the literature,and the various estimates are in approxi-

mate agreement.

nccoroing to Bourgin, there are 10,000 large dams of all types in the

world, and the failure rate is one per year.1** However, this statement is

offered without supporting detail and, in particular, no information is

offered on what constitutes a failure and on any differences that cay exist

in the failure frequencies of various types of dams.

- Somewhat more detail is offered by Gruner,-3 who states that in the

period 1918 to 1953, there were five major disasters occurring to 1764 dams
—4

in the U.S. This implies a failure frequency of 0.7 x 10 per dam year.

For the cose of concrete arch dans, the report of the Kalpasset investi-

gating committee stated that it was the first known instance of total failure

out of 500-600 of th«it type that hac! be»n constructed.9 Updating this

experience to include the Vaiont disaster leads to an estimate of 0.8-1.3

x 10"

dams.

-4
x 10 per dam year for the frequency of major disasters to concrete arch

Finally, a calculated probability of failure can be derived from U.S.

practice in the selection of a design basis flood. The design basis flood

is frequently taken as twice the maximum flood of record, with flow records



extending over about a century. For dams built in the Columbia River

basin, flood frequency curves of the Corps of Engineers set the proba-

bility of a flood exceeding such a design level at 0.5 x 10 /yr. Since

exceptional floods are only one mechanism of dam failure, this establishes

a lower limit to the frequency. Historically, nearly one-third of the

observed failures have been due to this cause.13 This type of hazard

makes it conceptually impossible to achieve a zero risk of failure, and

the size of the design basis flood will always be a compromise between

economy and risk.

The estimates of failure frequencies given above support the conclu-
-4

sion that the probability of major dam disasters is of the order of 10

per dam year.

The Risks

From the information presented, it can be concluded that:

The consequences of actual historical major dam disasters approach,

but are somewhat smaller tht:i, those of hypothetical major nuclear plant

disasters.

The probability of major dam disasters is larger than the esti-

mates of hypothetical major nuclear plant disaster?.'**

For hydroelectric plants, the fatality risk is 10~ per plant

year, and the damage risk is $2 x 10 per plant year.

Presentation of hydroelectric plant risk in the form used by Starr

requires some additional observations. The risk from a hydroelectric plant

is only loosely correlated with the installed generating capacity or the

annual kilowatt hour production. Since hydroplants in ths U.S. tend to be

parts of large regional systems, the r.urnber of beneficiali^s of a given

plant is not well defined. We have assumed that a large plant serves on

the order of 10 persons in defining the hydroelectric plant area shown in

Figure 1, but that the per capita benefits may vary by an additional factor

of two in either direction from those received from a 1000-MWe thermal power

plant. The risk-benefit situation for hydroplants is seen to be generally

the same as for nuclear plants.



Possible Reasons for Difference in Public Attitude

Although the risks from nuclear plants and hydroplants are closely

parallel, intervenors have made safety a major issue for nuclear plants

but have not raised it with respect to hydroplants. Several possible

reasons may explain this difference in public attitude.

For hydroplants, it is often the case that a large fraction of the

beneficiaries lives and works in geographical areas where the risk is.zero.

Non-zero risk exists only in areas downstream from the dam. However, ob-

jections have not been raised in licensing proceedings, even by those

people living' ir. finite risk areas.

It is easy to understand the basic nature of a dam. This widespread

public understanding may generate public confidence that dam designers and

builders have a thorough knowledge of dam technology, at least as it applies

to safety. Since the public sees nothing mysterious about a dam, they are -••

willing to believe that the engineers "know what they are doing".

The public may accept the small risk from hydroplants since it is

based upon actual historical experience. On the other hand, the public may

have a disbelief of claimed small risks from nuclear plants since these are

based upon analysis and inference. If we believe what we say about the ''

probabilities of major nuclear plant accidents, there will not be a direct

experience measurement for a long time. Continued operation of nuclear

plants without major accidents will increase public confidence but in the

meantime continued efforts must be made to explain the basis upon which

the estimates of small probabilities rest. In time the public may come to

believe that nuclear plant risks are as small as they actually are.

Finally, one must mention the possibility that opponents of hydroplants

have, in recent years, had little incentive to raise the safety issue. Their

opposition to hydroplants on the ground mentioned in the Introduction has

enjoyed considerable success. One can only wonder whether the safety of

dams might have became a lively topic if they had been less successful.



In the author's opinion, the widespread public concern with the

safety of nuclear plants is a sincere one and differs from the attitude

toward hydroplants because the public is unconvincod that wa have the

knowledge needed to deal with the problems. This can only be met by a

continued effort to explain what we know and how we know it. It is not

easy to do this in terms that the general public can understand. It is

an effort that has not been required of dam builders because of the

obvious (and somewhat misleading) simplicity of the concept of a 3am.
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DAM ACCIDENT CONSEQUENCES

Dam

St. Francis

Malpasset

Vaiont

Year

1928

1959

1963

Deaths

426

421

2600

Property Damage
(million dollars)

10

65

N.A.

Table 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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